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READ THIS FIRST!
•

This manual is a basic presentation of current procedures used by the
Wyoming Game and Fish Department to conduct aerial line transect surveys
of pronghorn populations. It is not a complete reference on line transect
sampling, nor is it a cookbook on how to conduct aerial line transect surveys.
Users will have to adapt these procedures to their own circumstances based upon their familiarity
with populations to be sampled. Those not familiar with line transect sampling should consult
referenced texts, statisticians, and other experienced persons before designing their own surveys.
The only dumb question is the one that isn’t asked. Users should check for additional improvements
implemented after publication of this manual.

•

The purpose of this manual is to supplement and not replace existing texts on
line transect sampling and analysis by explaining this application to aerial
pronghorn surveys. This manual should be used in conjunction with the books, Introduction to
Distance Sampling: Estimating Abundance of Biological Populations (Buckland et al. 2001), and
DISTANCE 5.0 Release 2 User’s Guide (Thomas et al. 2006).

•

As with all aerial surveys, SAFETY IS THE PRIMARY CONCERN. Although all low
level survey work is potentially dangerous, surveys should not be performed under unusually
hazardous conditions. Under those circumstances, pilots have difficulty flying designed transects and
observers are less attentive to surveying. You can come back later to complete a survey. Special
care should be taken in placing equipment to facilitate distance measurements and record data on
aircraft.

•

The user is responsible for conducting the survey properly, meeting
assumptions, and critically examining results. Aerial line transect procedures require a
great deal of quality control. The line transect technique provides an estimate of density which is
subject to variability. This uncertainty should be considered in its interpretation and application.

•

Detailed procedures for setting up aircraft for line transect surveys are beyond
the scope of this manual. The marking of aircraft for line transect surveys requires extreme
care and special calculations. Those interested should contact the author.

•

Persons who will participate as observers or pilots in these surveys should be
properly trained prior to the survey. Practice runs prior to the survey are very helpful to
allow participants to get comfortable with protocols and ask questions about procedures.

•

This manual deviates from accepted standards for scientific writing by mixing
Metric and English units. The use of mixed units facilitates analysis because of aircraft
instrumentation and the set-up for the Wyoming Technique.

•

Users of these procedures should use the program DISTANCE 5.0 Release 2
for analysis. We do not recommend the use of earlier versions of DISTANCE and its
predecessor TRANSECT-II for data analysis.

•

Unlike the previous system, observers and pilots must be familiar with the setup, operation, and data management of the CyberTracker data capture system.
These responsibilities fall on the survey crew.
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Appendix I
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES FOR SETTING UP AIRCRAFT FOR
AERIAL LINE TRANSECT SURVEYS

This appendix provides an overview of the considerations and steps required to
properly set up aircraft to conduct aerial line transect surveys using the Wyoming
technique. Extreme care must be taken to assure that the distance measuring
system is positioned accurately, and that equipment affixed to aircraft are done
so in an airworthy and safe manner.
One of the key features to successfully implementing aerial line transect surveys
using fixed-wing aircraft is having a reasonably accurate system for determining
perpendicular distances from the line to the animal or cluster of animals. The
Wyoming technique uses a system of calibrated strut and window marks along
with height AGL measurements to place pronghorn in perpendicular distance
classes. This approach has gained acceptance (Buckland et al. 2001, Pojar
2004, Morrison et al. 2001, Thompson et al. 1998, Autenreith et al. 2006,
Andriolo et al. 2005). Though not perfect, the system is an improvement over
many other efforts. The speed, field of view, variable height above the ground,
and uneven terrain combine to pose challenges to the measurement of distances
from the air. While technology exists within the military for highly sophisticated
systems, these are beyond the reach of resource management agencies. Lineof-sight measurements using laser rangefinders are generally impractical for
most fixed-wing surveys. Inclinometers have been used in some other
applications but also suffer from similar sources of bias to the Wyoming system.
AIRCRAFT
Obviously, having a suitable aircraft and experienced pilot are essential for these
surveys. Not all aircraft are acceptable for this type of sampling. These
procedures are intended for use with high-winged, strutted aircraft. The
implementation in other fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters is not addressed here.
Different sampling procedures may be required for estimating abundance using
other types of aircraft.
It is essential that fixed-wing aircraft used in aerial line transect sampling are
capable of flying low-level surveys safely within ambient conditions of the local
area (e.g., density altitude, terrain, wind and turbulence). Another desirable
characteristic is an aircraft which affords all observers a good visibility platform.
Views within the same aircraft may not be equal for different positions (Smyser
2006). The ability for low, slow flight is also preferred. Seldom are all the ideal
features on the same aircraft. Often, field personnel are dependent upon
availability and features of local aircraft.
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This manual addresses adapting the Wyoming technique for single-observer
aircraft such as SuperCubs and similar planes (i.e., pilot in front and observer in
rear). This was necessitated by changes in availability of aircraft in Wyoming.
With these aircraft, the observer only scans one side of the plane at a time. That
requires effort (e.g., line length) in the analyses to be adjusted by half. Single
observer aircraft also limit the ability to incorporate some corrections where
observers fail to detect animals on the line (i.e., g(0)<1). Slower speed and
greater visibility help mitigate the reduction in observers on these surveys. The
set-up of single observer aircraft is similar to that for four-place aircraft. However,
space and attachment points in the cabin are at a premium.
Equipment used on the plane is nonpermanent and should be properly attached.
These surveys place the aircraft in a restricted category where the crew is limited
to only the essential personnel for the mission.
Aircraft chartered by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department must comply with
our Department’s Flight Policy (e.g., safety equipment, flight following,
experience, insurance).
EQUIPMENT LIST
The following items are required for the Wyoming aerial data capture system:
1. Garmin iQue M5 or similarly equipped Pocket PC (i.e., Windows CE or
Windows Mobile 5, touchscreen, built-in GPS, Bluetooth-enabled serial
port, external antenna port). We strongly recommend having a second unit
available for back-up or where observers will independently record their
own data. In addition, you will need the following accessories and software
(also see Appendix II):
a. CyberTracker 3.089 software with the Wyoming Pronghorn Aerial Survey
sequence (see Appendix IV)
b. Spare LION battery for the Garmin M5
c. External antenna (GA-27)
d. Garmin vehicle mount/power cord
e. RAM-mount and Garmin M5 adaptor to hold the M5 in the plane

.
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2. Laser Atlanta Advantage R Laser Rangefinder with Bluetooth Card (see
Appendix III): Be sure the battery handle is securely attached to the
rangefinder. You will want the following accessories:

a. Extra tripod battery handle
b. Battery handle charger for
recharging extra handle.
c. In some adaptations, the following
optional equipment may be
desired:
i. Compass/Inclinometer
version of the rangefinder
ii. RS-232 serial cable
iii. SRAM PCMCIA memory
module (store on board)
iv. Power cord with cigarette
lighter plug
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3. Custom mounting bracket to attach the Advantage to the wing strut: This
is an aircraft specific mount. Be sure to coordinate with your flight service
provider to assure that the mount with the laser rangefinder is secure and
airworthy. You will need access to the control panel on the Advantage.
a. Some mounts may require additional clamps or other devices to
attach the rangefinder to the bracket.
b. For some adaptations, the rangefinder could be internally mounted
and aimed through an inspection plate. That option would require
other modifications to the system.

Cessna Mount (new style)

Cessna 185 mount (old-style)

Forked strut mount (on Arctic
Tern)
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4. Dowels and attachments for the wing strut marker system: The strut
marker system is an essential component of the Wyoming aerial line
transect system. These need to be carefully placed on the aircraft so they
define proper ground distance intervals when the plane is in level flight at
the prescribed height AGL. (described later). In many situations, fiberglass
electric fence posts at least 4’ in length work well. They should be painted
black. Attachment of the dowels to struts depends on the configuration of
the strut assembly. It is easier to attach dowels to planes with forked
struts (e.g., Maules, SuperCubs, Huskies, Terns, and Scouts) than singlebraced high-wing aircraft like Cessnas (e.g., 180s, 185s). Some essential
components of the Wyoming strut marker system include:
a. Twelve dowels (6 for each side of the plane) to define a 5 distance
band system.
b. Clamps or other fasteners to hold the dowels rigidly on the strut
with proper alignment.
c. Stick-on (vinyl) letters to identify the distance band (e.g., A, B, C, D
and E).
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5. Window marks for alignment with the strut markers for the A band: As
noted elsewhere in this manual, it is imperative that 2 sets of reference
markers are used to align the eye in the proper position when assigning
observations to perpendicular distance bands

An additional distance band was incorporated into the “strip” to
improve detection function modeling.
Window markers are set for a specified eye position. Typically these
are different for front and rear seat observers.
a. Narrow tape or automotive pin striping works well for window
marks.
b. Be sure the pilot approves the materials and placement before
fixing these to the window.

MARKING THE PLANE
Placement of dowels, strut markers and window marks on the airplane must be
done with great care and accuracy. This is a tedious and nontrivial process. A
few cautions are in order:
a. The system depends on having a defined eye position. These tend to
vary from plane to plane.
b. Front and back observers will normally have different eye positions due to
differences in front and back seats. NOTE: If you are planning to do a
Mark-Recapture Distance Sampling survey with independent observers
scanning the same side of the plane at the same time, you will need to
define separate eye positions and window marks so that strut markers
define the same field of view and ground distances. You will also need to
incorporate measures to assure independence such as a screen between
observers, separate recording systems, protocol modifications, or different
channels on the intercom.
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c. Calculation and placement of strut and window markers must be done with
respect to the normal (level) flight attitude of the airplane. This can be
quite different from the airplane’s attitude when parked on the ground. The
marker system defines specific ground distance intervals when the plane
is flown at the prescribed height AGL (300 ft = 91.4 m). Since altitude and
terrain vary, height AGL should be recorded so that perpendicular
distance intervals defined by the markers can be adjusted accordingly.
d. Markings should be firmly attached so they remain in place in flight.
e. Dowels attached to struts present an additional hazard when walking
around the plane.
The revised Wyoming distance marker system incorporates 5 distance bands
instead of 4; however, the strip width remains the same as the previous set-up, at
200 meters on each side of the plane with the line offset 65 meters from
underneath the airplane (Guenzel 1997). The new system is based upon
approximately equal angles, which are often easier for observers to use (J.L.
Laake, personal communication). Ground distance intervals defined by the
marker system are of unequal width.
The prescribed distance bands for the Wyoming system assume the plane is
flown at the planned (nominal) height AGL. The bands consist of the following:
• A blind area 65 meters out from directly beneath the plane on each side
(i.e., the line displaced 65 meters from beneath the plane),
• The A (Alpha) band of 20 meters in width (0-20 meters, offset 65-85
meters from beneath the plane),
• The B (Bravo) band of 25 meters in width (20-45 meters, offset 85-110
meters from beneath the plane),
• The C (Charlie) band of 35 meters in width (45-80 meters, offset 110-145
meters from beneath the plane),
• The D (Delta) band of 65 meters in width (80-145 meters, offset 145-210
meters from beneath the plane), and
• The E (Echo) band of 55 meters in width (145-200 meters, offset 210-265
meters from beneath the plane).
There are generally two approaches to marking the plane. The first approach is
to scale out ground distances when the plane is on the ground. You determine
how high the observer’s eye is above the tarmac when they are sitting in the
plane in a fixed position with the plane in flight attitude by propping up the tail.
You can get a scaling factor for ground distances by taking the ratio of the height
on the ground to the planned survey height. You then draw parallel lines on the
ground at the proportional distances that represent the desired distance bands.
EXAMPLE: Suppose the height on the ground is 2 m and the planned survey height is
91.3 m. Multiply the desired ground distances by 2/91.4 = 0.0219. You get the following
scaled distances:
0 ( the Trackline under the plane) to 65 m (i.e. the blind area) = 1.42 m
The outer edge of the A band (85 m) = 1.86 m
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The outer edge of the B band (110 m) = 2.41 m
The outer edge of the C band (145 m) = 3.17 m
The outer edge of the D band (210 m) = 4.6 m
The outer edge of the E band (265 m) = 5.9 m
Mark parallel lines on the ground at these distances on either side of the plane.

You then have the person in the plane direct where to place the strut and window
marks so that they align with parallel lines drawn on the ground. Care must be
taken that these distances are representative of level flight. There is great
potential for measurement error with this approach.
The second approach is more analytical. Again the eye position must be defined
for the specific airplane in flight attitude. Specific measurements need to be taken
for each plane In order to properly mark the struts. An Excel spreadsheet,
STRUTMARKS, is available on the Wyoming Game and Fish Department’s
Pronghorn Working Group website to assist in calculating where to place strut
markers. It includes a diagram and description of the measurements needed
(http://gf.state.wy.us/wildlife/pronghorn%20working%20group/index.asp).

You can use an angle finder on the
airplane’s window sill to determine what
the plane’s attitude is for level flight and
compensate for it in the calculations.

A series of measurements is taken on the
strut/wing/fuselage configuration to enter
into the spreadsheet. The results tell you
how far along the strut to place each
mark.
Once the strut is marked, a person gets in
the plane in the proper eye position and
guides where to align the marks on the
window to match the A band limits.
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STRUTMARKS includes a diagram and abbreviated measurement instructions.
The eye position needs to be defined from the start. Measurements should be in
centimeters and taken with respect to normal flight attitude and perpendicular to
the long axis of the fuselage.
The measurements are then input into the associated cells along with the desired
height AGL in meters, and the desired ground distance intervals (in meters) when
the plane is flown at the desired height above ground.
STRUTMARKS can handle up to 10 distance classes. However, fewer classes
work better in practice for aerial surveys. Five unequal-width bands are used in
these aerial pronghorn surveys.
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`

STRUTMARKS calculates angles defined by the strut markers. These can be
helpful in the analysis.
The place to mark the struts is calculated and appears near the bottom right of
the sheet. Marker placements for right and left sides of the plane may need to be
calculated separately if the eye position between one observer seat and another
are at different heights (e.g., front seat right versus back seat left).
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The strut marker system should be checked against known ground distances to
be sure it defines the proper ground distance intervals at the prescribed height.
For example, if you know a fenced highway right-of-way is 40 meters wide, the A
band (20 m wide) should cover the right-of-way width when the plane is flown
beside the highway at 600 feet AGL.
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Appendix II
The Garmin iQue M5 Pocket PC

The Garmin iQue M5 was selected as the platform for the data capture system
for Wyoming’s aerial line transect surveys because it offered several advantages
over other systems:
• Small size
• Battery operation
• PC (Windows CE and Windows Mobile) Compatible
• Built in GPS
• Touchscreen operation
• Bluetooth enabled for wireless communications with other devices.
• Affordable
• Compatible with CyberTracker 3.0 software and recommended by the
authors.
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Although the Garmin iQue M5 has been discontinued, these units are still
available from third party vendors as of this writing. Its successor, the iQue M4
does not have Bluetooth capabilities. CyberTracker no longer supports Palm OS
units. Other Pocket PC devices with proper features may also be suitable
platforms for our CyberTracker application. These devices should be tested to
assure compatibility.
As with all portable electronics, care must be taken not to inadvertently power on
the M5 and run the battery down. Be sure to carry a charged, spare battery for
the M5.

The large central button on the iQue
M5 is very useful for navigating
various screens on the M5 and
especially for scrolling down element
lists in CyberTracker.

Users will need to download Microsoft’s ActiveSync In order to synchronize the
M5 with a desktop computer and the CyberTracker program. The current
version, ActivesSync 4.5, can be found on Microsoft’s website:
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsmobile/activesync/activesync45.mspx

NOTE: Users should be familiar with general features and operation of the M5
before proceeding on in this manual.
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Appendix III
Use of the Laser Atlanta Advantage R Laser Rangefinder

The revised data capture system for the Wyoming Aerial Line Transect technique
was designed to be less expensive and more portable than the proprietary
systems previously used. This requires nonpermanent equipment to be mounted
externally on the aircraft. It is the responsibility of users of this system to be
sure that equipment is safely and securely mounted on aircraft and
properly oriented. Some arrangements may require inspection and certification.
It is the responsibility of flight service providers to assure compliance. Survey
personnel should be familiar with the proper set-up, operation and maintenance
of the data capture system.
The new Wyoming system uses a laser rangefinder to automatically transmit
heights above ground level to the computer interface. The Laser Atlanta
Advantage R model with the optional Bluetooth card was selected for the
Wyoming system because the Advantage R (rugged housing model) was
successfully used on one of the previous aircraft systems. This approach is
cheaper than installing a radar altimeter. The ability to add Bluetooth wireless
capabilities to this model increases portability of the system by eliminating
cables. Portability is also enhanced by being able to power the system with the
rangefinder’s rechargeable tripod battery handle (please refer to the Laser
Atlanta web site http://www.laseratlanta.com/ for more information on the
features of this device).
For most surveys, the laser rangefinder will be mounted to a strut using a
custom, aircraft-specific bracket that orients the beam directly to the ground in
level flight. There are other ways to mount the rangefinder to the plane (e.g.,
belly-mount), and other approaches to powering the rangefinder and capturing
the data stream (e.g., RS-232 serial cable, SRAM PCMCIA memory cards). Only
the typical set-up and operation are described here.
The Advantage rangefinder needs to be specifically configured in order to
properly communicate with the Garmin iQue M5 Pocket PC. Instructions for
properly setting up the rangefinder are included at the end of this appendix. In
most cases, the Advantage should already be set and only needs to be powered
on and triggered to fire continuously before taking off.
Use extreme care in handling the laser rangefinder. The Advantage is an
expensive, delicate instrument.
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The Advantage Rangefinder and Accessories
1. Be familiar with the laser
rangefinder, accessories and
their use.

2. Have a spare battery handle
available.
3. Be sure the tripod battery
handles are fully charged
before the flight.
4. Charge the battery handles
between flight sessions.

5. Make sure the battery handle
is properly and securely
attached to the laser
rangefinder.
6. Avoid inadvertently pulling the
trigger on the battery handle
and causing the battery to
discharge.
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7. Make sure the flange of the
battery handle is properly
inserted in the slot on the
housing of the Advantage. It is
a good idea to tape the
attachment in place to prevent
the handle from vibrating
loose.

8. Be familiar with the operation
of the control panel on the
back of the Advantage.
9. The red “Power Button” turns
the unit on (and off). The unit
will power itself off if the
voltage gets too low (land and
change battery handles).
10. The “Fire” button activates
continuous measuring of
range (Height AGL) when
properly configured. (You may
need a pocket mirror to see
the control panel when
mounted on the plane).
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11. Make sure the rangefinder
mounting bracket is properly
attached to the airplane strut.

12. Attach the rangefinder to the
mounting bracket on the strut.
Be sure the rangefinder is
oriented properly for level
flight (not necessarily as the
plane sits on the ground).
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Laser Atlanta Advantage R Rangefinder Settings
1. Range Mode = Standard
Menu AAA Enter
2. Cycle Rate = 8.0 Hz
Menu AC (select) Enter
3. Serial Baud = 4800 bps
Menu BA (select) Enter
4. Serial Format = GPS Data
Menu BDAD Enter
5. Update On = Trigger Held
Menu BCC Enter
6. Update While = Every Cycle
Menu BCCB Enter
7. Fire Time = Infinite
Menu BDB (select) Enter
8. T-Mode = Off
Menu BDC (select) Enter
9. Bluetooth = On
Menu DBC
10. Consider setting the Power-Down timeout to “Infinite”
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Appendix IV
CyberTracker 3 Software

This appendix describes the steps needed to obtain the CyberTracker program,
install it on a desktop PC, load the Pronghorn Aerial Survey sequence, download
the sequence on a Pocket PC (Garmin iQue M5), and then upload the data
collected using the system to CyberTracker Desktop for subsequent analysis.
An efficient, automated data recording system is desirable for conducting aerial
line transect surveys. Such systems can enhance safety by reducing the amount
of information that needs to be stored manually, reduce transcription errors,
reduce distractions for observers, and facilitate importing data into analysis and
archival programs. The ability to incorporate GPS input and connect to auxiliary
devices is another desirable attribute. A computer-compatible system on a
compact device is ideal for operation within the constraints of single-engine,
fixed-wing aerial surveys.
The Wyoming aerial survey system uses the award-winning CyberTracker
Software, developed by Louis Liebenberg, Justin Steventon and other members
of the CyberTracker Conservation team (www.cybertracker.org), as the basis for
the data capture system. CyberTracker is a PDA-based system designed to
record complex wildlife survey data including GPS position, wildlife observations,
and other relevant data in an extremely efficient, graphic interface. The
Wyoming Game and Fish Department contracted with Justin Steventon of
Steventon Consulting to modify the CyberTracker 3 program. The main
sponsored modification enabled CyberTracker to communicate with the Laser
Atlanta Advantage rangefinder via Bluetooth in order to automatically capture
height AGL. Additional modifications included features that speed up the flow of
the program for better use in aerial settings.
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The CyberTracker website (http://www.cybertracker.co.za/) provides
comprehensive information on the evolution, features, and operation of the
program. Users should review the information provided on this site.

CyberTracker is green-ware; that is, it is available for free to conservation users.
The program consists of a Windows-based program for the desktop computer
that synchs to a Pocket PC. The desktop program allows users to develop a
custom program, called a sequence, using a variety of template screens. The
sequence is then loaded to the Pocket PC through a synchronizing process built
into CyberTracker Desktop. After recording data for a field survey with a
CyberTracker sequence on the Pocket PC, data are then uploaded automatically
to CyberTracker Desktop via a subsequent synchronization (a fresh version of
the sequence (i.e., one without data) is simultaneously loaded back on the
Pocket PC) through the synchronization process.
CyberTracker sequences have the capability for moving map displays, selecting
single elements from a preprogrammed list (radio lists), selecting multiple items
from a checklist, entering text, including photographs as elements, automatically
storing GPS positions, recording data wirelessly from a Bluetooth-enabled laser
rangefinder (Laser Atlanta Advantage), and many other features.
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Once the data are uploaded to CyberTracker Desktop, they may be viewed in a
spreadsheet-like table generated through CyberTracker’s Report feature. GPS
positions can be converted to UTMs or other projections, filtered, exported to
Excel or other formats, and plotted on an imported map or aerial photograph.

The CyberTracker aerial line transect sequence for Wyoming pronghorn surveys
is available from the author and the Wyoming Game and Fish Department’s
Biological Services office (see publication information page at the front of this
manual). The preparation of line transect data collected with CyberTracker and
analysis using the program DISTANCE are described elsewhere in this manual.

Obtaining and Installing CyberTracker 3 on the Desktop Computer
At the time of this writing, the latest release of CyberTracker is 3.085, which is
the version that includes the features needed to run Wyoming’s pronghorn line
transect sequence. The following steps outline how to obtain and install
CyberTracker:
1. Download CyberTracker 3 from one of the following internet sites:
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CyberTracker Software
www.cybertracker.co.za/
Steventon Consulting
http://www.steventonconsulting.com/CyberTracker.aspx
2. After downloading the set-up file (CT3085_Setup.exe), run it. You can
launch the program after it installs. You will be prompted to accept the
licensing terms and register.
CyberTracker automatically installs two versions on your desktop computer: a
standard version, and a professional version. The pronghorn aerial survey
sequence will run on both versions. However, the professional version offers
more features, especially for exporting data in a variety of formats including ESRI
shape files.

Importing the Wyoming Pronghorn Aerial Survey Sequence
The latest version of the Pronghorn Aerial Line Transect Survey sequence is
available from the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. The file,
“WGFDPronghornLT.CTX,” contains the Wyoming pronghorn survey sequence.
Is It is best if you save this file in your “C:\My Documents\My CyberTracker
Databases\” subdirectory (created when you installed CyberTracker on your
desktop).
To import the sequence to your CyberTracker, follow the following steps:
1. Open your CyberTracker desktop.
2. From the top line menu, select “File,” then “Import.” An “Open” dialog box
with appear with “My CyberTracker Databases” in the “Look-In” box
(default, change if the sequence is located elsewhere). You should see
“WGFDPronghornLT” listed as a CyberTracker Export (.CTX) file.
3. Select “WGFDPronghornLT.CTX” and open it. An “Import Database”
dialog box will appear that describes the file properties.
4. Select “Import” to bring in the sequence to your CyberTracker.
5. Select “Sequences” from the leftmost bold-faced item on the second
toolbar (the dropdown menu lists “Reports,” “Sequences,” and
“Elements”). The sequence will appear with a screen listing, details, and a
Pocket PC screen image of the first screen of the pronghorn survey
sequence.
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6. It is a good idea to save the sequence to your computer in the “My
CyberTracker Databases” subdirectory. From the top line menu, select
“File” and then “Save Database.”
The Wyoming Pronghorn Aerial Survey sequence is now saved on your
computer.
Note that you can also ”import data only,” “save database as,” and perform other
tasks such as exporting from the “File” menu.

Creating, Modifying, Testing and Practicing Sequences
For the purposes of this manual, the following discussion emphasizes how users
can familiarize themselves with the operation of the pronghorn survey sequence
through the CyberTracker Desktop. An entirely new sequence can be developed
with CyberTracker by selecting “New Database” from the “File” tab on the top
toolbar. Persons interested in creating a new sequence and database should
follow the instructions available on the CyberTracker homepage. One can also
modify an existing sequence by opening it on the desktop and working through
the Properties details for each screen. New screens can be inserted, existing
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ones deleted, and the program flow can be modified. We strongly encourage
users of the Wyoming Pronghorn Survey sequence to use it as is. However,
there may be circumstances where customization of the sequence is warranted.
Pilots, observers and others involved in conducting aerial line transect surveys
using the Wyoming aerial survey sequence will find the “Test Run” feature on the
CyberTracker desktop a helpful way to familiarize themselves with the operation
of the sequence. To practice running CyberTracker without a Pocket PC, take
the following steps:
1. Open the aerial survey sequence on the CyberTracker Desktop.
2. From the “Sequences” menu, select “Test Run” (the right arrow icon) on
the third toolbar from the top. The first screen of the sequence will appear.
3. Run through the sequence by using your mouse to click on options and to
navigate through the sequence. You can enter text via your keyboard (a
stylus-run keypad image appears for text entry on the Pocket PC).
4. Follow the written sequence instructions for the Wyoming pronghorn
sequence contained elsewhere in these appendices.
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5. Elements requiring a “Save Target” to read and store the GPS will show a
GPS “Detecting” screen. Select “Skip GPS” at the bottom of the screen to
move on to the next screen of the sequence.
While it is helpful to practice running the aerial survey sequence through the
“Test Run” feature of the desktop, users are strongly encouraged to practice
running the sequence on the pocket PC to get used to the appearance and
operation of the touchscreen by finger.

Synchronizing the CyberTracker Sequence to the Pocket PC
Once the pronghorn aerial survey sequence has been imported to your
CyberTracker Desktop, you can install the sequence on the pocket PC (Garmin
iQue M5). The following steps assume that the user has already set-up their
pocket PC, installed Microsoft’s ActiveSync software and has established their
pocket PC as a mobile device for their desktop PC:
1. Place your pocket PC in its cradle and connect your pocket PC to your
desktop via a USB cable. Your desktop PC should be on. ActiveSync will
usually run when you connect the Pocket PC to the desktop computer.
2. Open the aerial survey sequence in CyberTracker on your desktop.
3. Select “Sync Pocket PC” on the right side of the third line toolbar of the
“Sequences” screen. A “Synchronize Client” dialog box should open and
show the status of the synchronization. A “Synchronization Successful”
message will appear in the dialog box on the desktop computer and the
first screen of the aerial survey sequence will appear on the Pocket PC.
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NOTE: The first time you install CyberTracker on your Pocket PC, you will
be asked to register CyberTracker from the desktop version. This involves
entering a passcode supplied by CyberTracker to proceed. You may also
be asked to run the synchronization again after the first time you download
the sequence to the Pocket PC. After that, synchronization will go more
seamlessly.

Running CyberTracker on the Pocket PC and Downloading Data from the
Pocket PC to the CyberTracker Desktop
Once the aerial survey sequence has been synchronized to the Pocket PC, the
program is almost ready to run in actual survey mode. The GPS on the Pocket
PC needs to be initialized and the Bluetooth serial connection between the
Pocket PC and the Laser Atlanta Advantage laser rangefinder needs to be
enabled. Complete instructions for initializing the equipment, installing devices
on the airplane and running the sequence during the survey are described in
Appendix V and VI.
The survey data stored in CyberTracker on the Pocket PC are uploaded to
CyberTracker Desktop each time the CyberTracker sequence is synched
between the desktop computer and the Pocket PC. The CyberTracker aerial
survey sequence should be synched prior to conducting a survey to assure data
from a previous survey are backed-up and to start the next survey with a clean
slate. Appendix VII describes how to prepare and export the data for analysis in
the DISTANCE program.
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Appendix V
Starting the Garmin iQue M5 GPS, Connecting the M5 to the Laser Atlanta
Advantage R Rangefinder via the Bluetooth Serial Port, and Running the
CyberTracker Aerial Survey Sequence
The following outline describes steps required to start up the Garmin iQue M5’s
GPS and connect it to the Laser Atlanta Advantage rangefinder using the
wireless Bluetooth serial port. The following steps assume that (1) CyberTracker
3 and the Wyoming Pronghorn Aerial Line Transect sequence have been
installed on the M5, and (2) the laser rangefinder has been properly configured,
powered up, Bluetooth activated, and is constantly firing. Make sure that both the
rangefinder and M5 have fully charged batteries and the RAM-Mount with cradle
and auxiliary power mount are installed.

A. Installing the Garmin iQue M5
in the Plane

1. Make sure you have the
Garmin iQue M5, RAM-mount
and Garmin power cradle, and
external antenna.
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2. Attach the cradle to an
appropriate site in the aircraft
with the approval of the pilot
(e.g., yoke, truss rod, etc).
3. Plug the power cord into a
cigarette lighter if available.

4. Affix the patch antenna for the
external antenna to a place on
the aircraft with the supplied
suction cup base where it
should have unobstructed
satellite reception (such as on
a windshield, dash or
Plexiglas roof if available).
5. Secure the antenna with tape
with the approval of the pilot.

6. Attach the other end of the
external antenna cable to the
M5 in the small receptacle on
the upper ride side of the M5.
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7. Turn on the Garmin iQue M5.

8. Using a stylus during set-up,
select QueGPS from the Start
drop-down menu.

9. The GPS should have WAAS
enabled. Allow the GPS to
obtain a 3D GPS location.

10. Return to the start screen by
tapping the “ok” button on the
upper right corner of the
screen.
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B. Connecting the Garmin iQue
M5 to the Advantage Rangefinder
via Bluetooth

1. Tap the Bluetooth icon at the
lower right corner of the
screen (alternately, select
“BTExplorer” from the
dropdown menu from the
Start screen).

2. Select “Enable Bluetooth.” A
blue LED on the upper right of
the M5 will light up. Be sure
to disable Bluetooth through
the same process when you
are done with the survey.

3. Select “Show BTExplorer” to
initiate making a connection
between the M5 and the
Advantage laser rangefinder.
The rangefinder should
already be turned on and the
Bluetooth feature enabled (it
should be set for “on” already
– if not, follow set-up
instructions for the laser
rangefinder).
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4. The Laser Atlanta Advantage
should already be saved as a
“favorite” under BTExplorer. If
so, you should see the Laser
Atlanta Advantage listed as a
serial port device as shown in
Step 7 below. The rangefinder
should already be turned on
and mounted on the plane.
The rangefinder and M5 need
to be within 100 ft (30 m) to
communicate.

5. If you do not see the
Advantage listed, you can use
the New Connection Wizard
to search for the Advantage
and make a new connection.
Tap “File” and then “New
Connection” at the bottom left
of the screen. The wizard will
search for Bluetooth devices.
It should find the Laser
Atlanta Advantage and list it
on the screen.
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6. Follow instructions on the
wizard to make a new
connection and save it as a
Favorite.
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7. From the Favorites list, select
the Laser Atlanta Advantage:
Serial Port.

8. Tap “File” and then “Connect”
to connect the M5 to the
Advantage.

9. The status line at the bottom
of the screen will show
“Connection Successful”
when the devices are
communicating. You can then
close BTExplorer by tapping
the “x” in the upper right
corner of the screen. You are
now ready to start the
CyberTracker line transect
sequence. BE SURE TO
DISABLE BTExplorer WHEN
THE SURVEY IS DONE.
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C. Starting up the CyberTracker
Pronghorn Aerial Survey
Sequence on the Garmin iQue M5

You can start up the CyberTracker
sequence on the M5 after the GPS
has been initialized and the M5 is
connected to the Advantage laser
rangefinder via Bluetooth.

Be sure you have synched the M5
with CyberTracker Pronghorn
Survey sequence from your
Desktop or laptop computer so
that you have a “fresh” version to
run and that data from a previous
survey have been saved.
To start CyberTracker on the M5:
1. Tap “Start” from the “Desktop”
of the M5 for the drop down
listing.
2. Select “CyberTracker” from
the list.

3. Alternately, you can select
“Programs” and then select
the CyberTracker icon to open
it.
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4. The Pronghorn Aerial Survey
sequence should now be
listed under “Sequence
name.” If there are other
sequences on the list,
highlight the Pronghorn Aerial
Survey one (note: it is
possible to have multiple
versions of this sequence on
your M5 so be sure to select
the right version.).

5. Tap “Options” at the bottom
of the screen and make sure
“Hide Taskbar” is checked. If
not, the sequence will not
appear correctly on the
screen.
6. Tap “Load” at the bottom of
the screen to run the
Pronghorn Aerial Survey
sequence in CyberTracker on
the M5
7. The sequence start-up screen
should now be displayed.
Check the version to be sure
it is the correct one if there
were multiple sequences on
the M5. (If this is the wrong
version, tap the Options circle
at the lower left and then the
“X” on the next screen. If the
sequence was not resynched,
it will display the screen
where it left off).
8. You are now ready to run the
program (see Appendix VI).
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Appendix IV
CyberTracker 3 Aerial Line Transect Sequence
PROGRAM START-UP
START-UP SCREEN
This is the first screen to come up when the
pronghorn aerial survey sequence is
initiated from CyberTracker on the Pocket
PC .It shows version and date of the
program. Be sure you have loaded the
correct version of the sequence (see
Appendix X).
There are two specialized versions of the
sequence. One is for single observer and
conventional surveys (i.e., observations not
recorded by observer).

Single Observer/Conventional
Survey Version
The Conventional Survey Sequence (Screen
1a) is used for single observer surveys and
for dual observer surveys where
observations are not recorded by observer.
This version is slightly more compact and
efficient than the other, more comprehensive
sequence below.

Screen 1a

Dual Observer/Mark-Resight
Survey Version
This Sequence (Screen 1b) is a more
comprehensive version that allows
observations to be recorded by observer,
can be used for mark-resight distance
sampling, and other experimental designs
including surveys of marked animals. This
version can also accommodate conventional
surveys with one or two observers.

Screen 1b
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DISCLAIMER
The second screen is a disclaimer reminding
users that SAFETY COMES FIRST and they
assume responsibility for properly and safely
setting up the plane and conducting the
survey. The program has limited capability
to compensate for poor observer habits.

Screen 2
BACKGROUND INFO
The following 7 screens record mostly housekeeping information about the
survey. Some items may be skipped over or recorded outside of the program.
These screens are filled in prior to the plane taking off as a stylus is needed.
Screen 3 allows users to enter a title or
other descriptive information about the
survey (e.g., Herd Name, Hunt Area, Study
Area, purpose).

Screen 3
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Screen 4 (a or b) identifies the type of
survey flown. Screen 4a is a simpler version
for conventional surveys. Screen 4b allows
for more sophisticated designs.

Screen 4a

•

A single observer survey typically
has a single observer looking out 1
side of the plane (half the effort of a
conventional survey).

•

A dual observer survey has
observers looking out different sides
of the plane.

•

The Mark-resight survey has 2
observers looking out the same side
of the plane working independently
to set up ”capture-recapture” trials.

•

Marked animal resight is similar but
reobserves collared or other
individually marked animals during
the survey.

The selected type is highlighted.

Screen 4b
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Screen 5 lets you enter the name of the
observer and indicate his/her position within
the plane. These are useful as covariates
such as observer (experience and ability),
position (as it relates to view), relation to
light, and experimental role.

Screen 5

This screen appears if the survey involves
using 2 observers.

Screen 6
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Screen 7 allows you to record the name of
the pilot for the survey if you wish.

Screen 7

If desired, you can enter aircraft charter
information in Screen 8.

Screen 8
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Likewise, Screen 9 allows you to record the
plane and any associated information.

Screen 9
GPS/RANGEFINDER CONNECTION
The next 2 screens allow confirmation of a good GPS position and that the laser
rangefinder is firing and transmitting the range (Height AGL in feet) properly via
the Bluetooth serial port.

Screen 10 shows that the GPS is receiving a
good signal and the position is acceptable.
With good coverage, the screen will indicate
3D coverage. The display shows Latitude,
Longitude, Altitude (in meters above sea
level), and position error. MAKE SURE
YOU HAVE A GOOD GPS POSITION
BEFORE CONTINUING IN THE
SEQUENCE AND CONDUCTING THE
SURVEY.

Screen 10
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Screen 11 indicates whether or not the laser
rangefinder is communicating data to
CyberTracker on the Pocket PC via the
Bluetooth serial port. Prior to starting up
CyberTracker, a Bluetooth serial connection
between the laser rangefinder and the
Pocket PC should be made. It may take a
few moments for CyberTracker to show
“Connected” on this screen instead of
“Detecting.” Since the rangefinder is
mounted outside the cabin of the plane, DO
NOT TAKE OFF UNTIL YOU HAVE
CYBERTRACKER COMMUNICATING
WITH THE POCKET PC. Otherwise, you
may have to land and reestablish a
connection.
The display shows range in feet (Height
AGL), and compass bearing, inclination and
error on rangefinders equipped with those
options.

Screen 11
In-Flight Data Capture
At this point, the plane can take off to begin a survey. Data entry from this point
on can be done stylus-free, with just a finger, until landing again.
The Flight Control screen is the major panel
used during a survey, It initiates the start of
a transect, goes into observation recording
mode, indicates the end of a transect, and
records when a survey (or flight session) is
done.
Height AGL is displayed along with the GPS
position above the navigation bar.
“Start a new transect” and “Record sighting”
auto-advance to the next screen when
pushed.
The screen can also scroll down for more
options as described below in Screen 15.

Screen 12
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When you are ready to start a transect line,
push “Start a new transect” from the Flight
Control screen.
The program will automatically advance to
another screen that allows you to assign a
numeric label to the transect line (e.g.,
“Transect Line 1.”

Screen 13
Select a line number from the screen. Then
press Save Target (<|) button to return to the
Flight Control screen. The screen should
show a triangle when the GPS position is
assigned.

This sequence is configured for up to 100
lines (the sequence can be modified for
more lines). Scroll the screen down to
select higher numbers. ASSIGN A
SEPARATE LINE NUMBER FOR EACH
SEGMENT IF A TRANSECT WILL BE
INTERRUPTED. You can combine
segments later when preparing data for
analysis.

Screen 14

When starting a new transect, this screen
will display the last line number used.
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PILOT SCREEN
Scroll down on Flight Control to get to the
Pilot Navigation screen. This is a larger
display, useful for flying to the first transect
or where someone other than the pilot will
enterdata.

Screen 15
The Pilot Screen shows Height AGL in feet
transmitted via Bluetooth from the laser
rangefinder.
It also displays longitude, latitude and
altitude (meters above MSL)

Screen 16
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Recording Sightings
The following steps describe protocols for recording observations during a
survey. Normally, observers report sightings via the intercom in a standard
format and the pilot enters data into the onboard computer and automatically
captures GPS position and height AGL. Alternative procedures are required
where observers are doing independent dual observer experiments.

When observers make an observation, they
announce the sighting via intercom (in
conventional surveys) and the pilot pushes
the “Record Sighting” button on the Flight
Control Screen. The screen will
automatically advance to the next screen.

Note: If you are running the Dual
Observer/Mark-Resight sequence, the
program advances to Screen 18.
Otherwise, it advances to Screen 19 for
distance band.

Screen 17
Screen 18
The Observer/Type screen allows
observations to be recorded by individual
(for covariate analysis, or for mark-resight
distance sampling surveys). This screen is
configured to also record by observer role
{primary or secondary) and “marked” or as a
collared or otherwise individually
recognizable animal. The screen autoadvances to the Distance Band Screen.

Screen 18
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Screen 19
Screen 19 records the perpendicular
distance band. Typically, observers report
the distance band via intercom when
perpendicular to the animal or the cluster’s
initial position. The pilot would key the
appropriate interval class. The program then
advances to the cluster size screen. During
analysis, the distance band will be adjusted
for height AGL. The screen shows height
AGL, GPS position and the number of
clusters recorded.

Screen 19
Screen 20
Next, the observer announces cluster size
and the pilot keys that in through a numeric
keypad image. In the event of a mistake,
the “<” key clears previous digits. Once the
observer, distance band, and cluster size
are entered, the pilot hits the ‘save target”
key that stores the record with GPS and
rangefinder data (“<|”). If there are more
than 1 sighting at the same place, use the
solid “<|.” NOTE: This sequence is
configured to record an observation even if
there is no GPS or rangefinder data being
sent.

Screen 20
NOTE: The Options and GPS buttons are
disabled on the two above screens to
prevent inadvertent selection. Use the back
arrow to navigate to those buttons.
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Screens 21- 24
The sequence returns to the Flight Control
screen and is ready for another sighting or
to end a transect line.

Screen 21

The Flight Control screen can be scrolled
down to include a note. However, this
screen requires a stylus- like input device.

Screen 22
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To end a transect, press “End Transect “
from the Flight Control screen. The
sequence will then advance to a note
screen. Press the save target control on the
navigation bar (“<|”) to store GPS position
for the transect end point. The sequence will
return to the Flight Control screen

Screen 23

To end the survey, you can scroll down to
the End Survey Button. Pressing that will
move to a note screen if you want to enter a
comment with a stylus. The survey can be
ended upon landing if you like.

Screen 24
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Pressing the save target on the End-survey
Note screen stores that position and returns
to the start of the sequence. Be sure to
Activesync the M5 to your computer to
download the data before doing more
transects.

Screen 25
THE OPTIONS SCREEN
Pressing the solid circle at the left of the
navigation bar pulls up the options screen.
Navigating on the Options screen is best
performed using a stylus. You can look at
the records to make sure data are entered
properly, either as a brief listing of all
records, or a detailed view of the active
sighting. Battery status and time are shown
on the screen along with time. Pressing
“OK” returns you to the sequence where you
left off. Pressing the “X” terminates the
survey sequence.

Screen 26
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THE GPS STATUS SCREEN
Pressing the open triangle next to the solid
Options button at the bottom left of the
navigation bar on the Flight Control screen
allows you to see position, satellite
configuration, signal strength and other
attributes of the GPS. Generally, this will not
be necessary as the position is displayed on
a number of screens. It is possible in
CyberTracker to bring in a map for a Moving
Map display that can be accessed from the
GPS screen. Generally, you won’t need to
refer to the Moving Map display in most
pronghorn surveys.

Screen 27
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Appendix VII
Downloading and Installing Program DISTANCE

Data collected using the Wyoming aerial survey technique and CyberTracker
data capture system should be analyzed in DISTANCE 5.0. Procedures are
described elsewhere in this manual for downloading CyberTracker survey data
from the Garmin iQue M5 to the CyberTracker Desktop, exporting the survey
data to an Excel spreadsheet file, performing conversions on data, exporting data
to a tab-delineated file, and importing data file into DISTANCE 5.0 using import
wizards.
This appendix describes where to download the DISTANCE program and how to
install the program. Performing analyses in DISTANCE and interpreting output
are described in the analysis chapter of this manual.
The state-of-the-art system for analyzing data from Wyoming’s aerial line
transect sampling is the computer program DISTANCE, released by the
Research Unit for Wildlife Population Assessment at the University of St.
Andrews in Scotland. At the time of this publication, the current public release is
DISTANCE Version 5.0 Release 2. The recommended citation for this version
follows:
Thomas, L., Laake, J.L., Strindberg, S., Marques, F.F.C., Buckland, S.T.,
Borchers, D.L., Anderson, D.R., Burnham, K.P., Hedley, S.L., Pollard,
J.H., Bishop, J.R.B. and Marques, T.A. 2006. Distance 5.0. Release 2.
Research Unit for Wildlife Population Assessment, University of St.
Andrews, UK. http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk/distance/

We encourage new and previous users of Wyoming’s technique for aerial line
transect sampling of pronghorn populations to use this DISTANCE 5.0 Release 2
for analyses. Use of earlier versions of DISTANCE for analysis is not discussed
in this manual, nor is it encouraged.
The DISTANCE developers maintain a website where users of the program can
find a tremendous amount of support. The DISTANCE program may be
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downloaded from links on the homepage. The web site also links to additional
resources for program users and for distance sampling in general. These include
reference sources, utilities, DISTANCE Users Group archives, workshop
announcements and other helpful information. Users of this manual are
encouraged to check the homepage for recent developments and program
updates frequently.

DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING DISTANCE
DISTANCE may be downloaded for free from the DISTANCE homepage. The
homepage has a direct link to the download site, along with program
requirements, registration form, known incompatibilities and problems, and fixes.
1. Go to the DISTANCE website at:
http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk/distance/
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2. Select the “Download DISTANCE” link and follow the instructions.

3. After completing the online registration form, you will be directed to a
page that allows you to select the download site. The USA site will most
likely be the fastest source for Wyoming users.
4. After downloading the program, run the DISTANCE set-up program,
d50setup.exe. The set-up wizard will guide the installation of the
DISTANCE program on your computer.

Once you have installed DISTANCE, you are ready to import your properlyformatted data and run an analysis. Procedures for creating an input file and
importing your data are described elsewhere in this manual. Once data are in
DISTANCE, you can view them as a spreadsheet-like table through the Data
Browser. The Data Browser has some limited capabilities for further editing your
data.
An example of DISTANCE’s data browser containing imported pronghorn data
from an aerial survey is shown below.
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The data are then analyzed using DISTANCE’s Analysis Browser. Running the
analysis is also described elsewhere in this manual.
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A comprehensive User’s Guide to DISTANCE 5.0 is available in pdf format from
within DISTANCE program’s Help tab. The User’s Guide is large at 332 pages.

The electronic version of the User’s Guide may be searched for terms and topics.

The R Program and the MRDS Engine in DISTANCE
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Some of the new features built into DISTANCE 5.0 require installation of the free
statistical package R. The R package is required for those wanting to use the
Mark-Recapture Distance Sampling engine (MRDS) to analyze dual observer
type distance sampling surveys.
R can be downloaded from one of the following internet sites:
http://cran.us.r-project.org/

http://www.r-project.org/

Be sure that you download a version of R that is compatible with DISTANCE 5.0.
At the time of this writing, R version 2.4.1 is the most recent, compatible version
of R for DISTANCE 5.0. The appropriate version of R can also be downloaded
from the DISTANCE home page.

There is additional help on running the MRDS analysis engine from the Help tab
in DISTANCE. It is listed under the “Online Manuals” tab.
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Appendix VIII
PREPARING DATA FOR ANALYSIS IN DISTANCE:
Exporting data from CyberTracker to Excel,
Converting data to a proper format for DISTANCE, and
Importing data into DISTANCE
After completing your survey, you should sync your Pocket PC with your CyberTracker Desktop
(be sure to open the right pronghorn survey sequence). This uploads data to CyberTracker
Desktop and places a “clean” copy of the sequence on your Pocket PC.
Click on the “Reports” tab (dropdown menu from “Sequences”). Under Queries, be sure to
specify the correct date(s) from the properties on the left. You can then click on fields on the left
side that you want displayed.

Click on “View Properties.”
Select “Columns” to view data and to rename any fields with more meaningful labels (e.g.,
rename “Range” as “Height AGL”).
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You can convert latitude and longitude into other projections such as UTMs. Select the
“Projection for Latitude/Longitude” tab. You can then use dropdown menus to select the datum
and the projection (i.e., UTMs). You will be asked to specify the Zone for UTM coordinates. If you
change the projection, it is a good idea to go back to “Columns” and rename them.
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Close the Properties box to return to the Report Screen. Be sure to inspect your data.

You are now ready to export CyberTracker data to Excel so you can prepare them for importation
into DISTANCE. From CyberTracker, select “File,” and “Save as” to open a dialog box. Specify
the file name and “Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet” as the file type.
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Open the exported report file in Excel. You can now close CyberTracker Desktop (be sure to save
your queries and reports).

CALCULATING LINE LENGTHS:
The following steps describe how to calculate transect lengths:
•
•
•
•
•

Copy the sheet to a new sheet
Eliminate non-endpoint observations
Insert a new column
Insert blank rows between transect lines
Calculate the straight-line distance (in km) between UTMs using the Pythagorean
Theorem by inserting an equation like the one below:
=(SQRT((ABS(C8-C9)^2+ABS(D8-D9)^2))/1000)

Be sure to check for line straightness (you could calculate the line length as the sum of the
distances between waypoints).
You can convert line lengths to other units if you want, but DISTANCE can convert data within the
program. You may be interested in how your survey effort (i.e., total line length) compares to a
previous survey using different units.
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CONVERTING TEXT FOR DISTANCE BANDS TO NOMINAL GROUND DISTANCE
MIDPOINTS (i.e., if the plane is at 300’ AGL):
Insert a new column
Copy a formula like the one below into the cells of the new row
=IF(J3="Alpha",10, IF(J3="Bravo", 32.5, IF(J3="Charlie", 62.5, IF(J3="Delta", 112.5,
IF(J3="Echo", 172.5, "-")))))

ADJUSTING FOR ACTUAL HEIGHT AGL:
Insert a new column
Copy a corresponding formula like the one below into the cells
=K3*(E3/300)
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RECODING TEXT FOR OBSERVER/TYPE:
If you are going to analyze the data by observer or type (e,g,, Mark-Capture Distance Sampling,
covariate analysis, etc.), you will need to recode them in a new column. You may be interested in
which observer made the observation for a variety of reasons (e.g., for observer experience, side
of plane relative to sun angler, front or back seat position). If you are doing a mark-resight type
survey where 2 observers worked independently viewing the same side of the plane, you will
need to determine which observations counted as recaptures.
Insert a new column
Recode data as shown below:
=IF(G3="Observer 1", 1, IF(G3="Observer 2", 2, " "))
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INSERTING TRANSECT LABELS AND LENGTHS:
Now you are ready to populate the spreadsheet with transect numbers (line labels) and lengths.
If you portioned or stratified your survey, you may also want to enter stratum name and area
similarly to the steps below.
Insert 2 columns (usually on the left side of the sheet).
Label one column “Transect Label” and the other “Line Length.” If you want, you can use a more
meaningful label instead of “Line 1” such as “Line 1 105o 59’ Northbound.”
Populate columns with the corresponding information. DISTANCE can convert different/mixed
units so that your densities come out in the units you want (e.g., pronghorn/square mile).
You no longer need rows with transect endpoints or other non-observations, so eliminate them
from your spreadsheet.
NOTE: Before leaving this spreadsheet, you will want to calculate average height AGL for the
survey. You will need this to calculate adjusted cut-points for distance intervals used in the
analysis with DISTANCE.
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It is a good idea to copy this sheet to a new one to make a more compact sheet to export to
DISTANCE. You can eliminate non-referenced or redundant columns if you want, such as Date,
Time, Flight Control, etc. However, the DISTANCE data import wizard will allow you to ignore
columns during the import process.
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You are now ready to export the Excel Spreadsheet to a tab-delineated text file.
EXPORTING DATA FROM EXCEL:
From the “File” menu on the top left, select “Save As” and then drop down the “Save as type”
menu and select “Text (Tab delimited). It is a good idea to rename this file in the event of an
error. Excel will advise you that you can’t save multiple sheets in this format, and that equations
will not be retained. That’s okay.
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You are now ready to exit Excel, open DISTANCE and import your survey data. See Appendix
VII if you haven’t already downloaded DISTANCE. Be sure you download DISTANCE 5.0
Release 2 (or later).

IMPORTING DATA INTO DISTANCE – THE PROJECT SET-UP WIZARD:
Open DISTANCE 5.0 Release 2. You can consult the User’s Guide and other help resources
from within DISTANCE.
From the topline menu select “File” then “New Project” or click on the icon on the left with the
Distance logo and the blank page.
A dialog box will prompt you for a name and location to store your DISTANCE project.

The Project Set-up Wizard will appear after you click on “Create,”
Click on the “Analyze a survey that has been completed” from the radio list and then “Next.” The
next screen will provide some general information. Click “Next” on that screen.
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The Step 3 Survey Methods screen will prompt you for more information about the survey.
Select “Line Transect” from the first box for Type of Survey.
In the Observer Configuration box, select “Double observer” unless you flew a survey with one
observer looking out one side of the plane at a time. If you flew with a single observer, you will
need to remember to adjust your sampling fraction in the “Multipliers” page later in the wizard
starting with Step 5.
For Distance Measurements, select “Perpendicular distances.”
Under the Observations box, click on “Clusters of objects” since pronghorn occur in clusters (or
groups of animais).
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Step 4 asks you to supply the units of measurement that were used (i.e., meters for distance and
kilometers for transect lengths) and units of measurement that you want for density (i.e.,
number/square mile).
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Step 5 allows the user to specify the sampling fraction and enter other adjustments. If you only
had a single observer, you would indicate that the sampling fraction will be adjusted.

At Step 6, you can indicate to DISTANCE that you will use the data import wizard to bring in your
spreadsheet. Alternately, you could enter the data within DISTANCE. You may want to save
previous choices as your default settings.
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THE IMPORT WIZARD:
When you click “Finish” from Step 6. The Import Data Wizard should start.

The import wizard will ask you for the file with your data.
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Step 3 asks you to specify some characteristics of your data file.

Step 4 asks you to confirm data format for your input file. It should recognize your tab-delimited
text file automatically.
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Step 6 shows your spreadsheet and asks to define layers for the analysis using drop down
menus. You can ignore columns if you like here. However, those data will not be imported to
DISTANCE.

Next,click on the Layer Name, Field Name and Field Type above each column so DISTANCE
knows what to do with the data.
The Line Transect layer will contain Transect Labels and line lengths. DISTANCE assumes there
is a new line each time these change. Be sure you don’t have errors here.
The Observation layer contains information about actual sightings. Minimum data will include the
perpendicular distance (adjusted midpoint of the distance band) and cluster size. You can also
include other information like observer and GPS position, etc. that may be included in the
analysis as a covariate or other factor in the survey design. DISTANCE allows you to overwrite
field names.
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DISTANCE expects you to define a column for cluster size and perpendicular distance in the
Observation layer.
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Step 6 gives you the option of overwriting or appending data to an existing project.

Once you press “Finish,” data are imported into DISTANCE’s data browser. Note: you may get
error messages when importing a file where the first row of each column is a heading. You can
continue on and eliminate that row of data from within the data browser.

THE DATA BROWSER:
DISTANCE’s data browser should now open. Click on “Observation” from the tree in the lefthand
pane. Your data should now appear in a spreadsheet-like screen. You will notice two new
headings: “Study Area” and “Region.”
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Under “Region,” you can give the survey area a name and provide an area. DISTANCE will
calculate a total estimate if you supply an area (e.g., square miles or square kilometers). To do
that, click on “Region” from the tree in the left pane. Then click on the cells in white for label and
area. You can then enter appropriate information. The full spreadsheet view can be restored by
clicking on the Observation layer within the pane on the left side.
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It is a good idea to scroll through your data within the data browser and make sure you don’t have
any obvious errors.
You are now ready to begin analysis of data in DISTANCE. Clicking on the “Analysis” tab will
open the Analysis browser and allow you to specify properties of your analysis (e.g., distance
band cut-points, models, confidence limits), to run the analysis, to modify the analysis, and to
save and export results. These steps are described elsewhere in the Analysis chapter of this
manual. Good luck!
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Appendix IX
ANALYZING AERIAL LINE TRANSECT SURVEYS USING
DISTANCE 5.0 Release 2
This section describes how to perform an initial, basic analysis in DISTANCE 5.0
on pronghorn data collected from aerial line transect surveys using the Wyoming
technique. This appendix assumes that data collected during the survey using
the CyberTracker system have been uploaded from the Pocket PC, exported to
Excel, reformatted for analysis in DISTANCE, exported to a tab-delimited text file,
and imported into DISTANCE’s data browser. Those steps are described in
Appendix VIII of this manual.

Once data are ready in the data browser, we can begin the analysis process. Open the Analysis
Browser.
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Click the “New Analysis” icon, or the “Show details for selected analysis”( icon with magnifier).
Give the analysis a meaningful name besides “New Analysis” (opposite the “Run” button).
DATA FILTER:
Click on “Properties” under “Data Filter.” This is where you specify the number of distance bands
and provide adjusted cut-points based on average height AGL for the survey.
Under the “Intervals” tab, select “Transform distance data into intervals for analysis.”
Enter “5” for the number of intervals (you will see 6 bins listed)
Select “Manual” for Interval Cut-points.
Enter distance band cut-points adjusted for average height AGL. For example:
•
•

•

If average height AGL was 315 feet instead of the planned 300 feet AGL
The planned ground distance intervals when the plane is flown at 300’ are:
 A = 0 – 20 meters
 B = 20 – 45 meters
 C = 45 – 80 meters
 D = 80 – 145 meters
 E = 145 – 200 meters
Then adjust cut-points by the ratio of the average height AGL to the planned survey
height of 300 feet (i.e., multiply the planned ground distance cut-points by 315/300 =
1.05.
 A’ = 0 – 21 meters
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•

B’ = 21 – 47.25 meters
C’ = 47.25 – 84 meters
D’ = 84 – 152.25 meters
E’ = 152.25 – 210 meters

Enter adjusted cut-points in the boxes (use 0 (i.e., the line) for the first cut-point)
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Normally, you will use the outer cut-point of the E band as the default truncation distance. You
can specify another distance under the “Truncation” tab.

Specify units for the presentation of results under the “Units” tab. For example, here is where you
could have DISTANCE display line lengths in miles instead of kilometers.
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It is possible to select subsets of your data for analysis (e.g., select by observer, date, etc.). To do
so, select the “Data Selection” tab and press “+” to add criteria. Normally, no data selection
criteria are defined through this screen.
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Press “OK” to close the dialog box.

MODEL DEFINITION
Next, click on “Properties” for the Model Definition box. The next selections are critical to the
analysis. It is best to be as objective as possible on the first run and allow DISTANCE to select
the best model. In some cases, you will want to go back to the Model Definition properties and
modify them based upon diagnostic criteria displayed in results of the initial analysis (e.g.,
meeting the shape criterion, model fit, number of terms selected, etc.). Users may find the book,
Introduction to Distance Sampling (Buckland et al. 2001) to be particularly helpful in running and
interpreting analyses with DISTANCE.
The Model Definition Properties dialog box includes several tabs, dropdown menus and check
boxes which control the way DISTANCE analyzes the data set.
Analysis Engine:
For most aerial line transect surveys, choose the Conventional Distance Sampling engine (CDS).
However, there are situations where you may wish to run one of the other analysis engines, such
as the Multicovariate Distance Sampling engine (MCDS) for analyses using covariates, or the
Mark-Recapture Distance Sampling engine (MRDS) for dual observer-type experiments. THE
SURVEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN DESIGNED WITH THESE ANALYSES IN MIND A PRIORI.
Note that the MRDS engine requires the software program R to be installed prior to analysis.
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The Estimate tab allows the users to specify a stratified analysis if strata were defined during data
entry and the level of resolution for various parameter estimates.
The Detection Function tab allows users to request analyses using specific key and adjustment
terms for modeling detection. The “+” button allows users to request more than one type of
model. Choices include a combination of Key functions (Half-normal, Uniform, Hazard Rate, and
Negative Exponential) with adjustment terms (cosine, simple polynomial, Hermite polynomial).
Normally, you should exclude the Negative Exponential from your initial run because that type of
model does not meet the shape criterion of having a shoulder near the line. Unfortunately, many
aerial surveys have rapidly decaying detection functions and you may need to resort to the
Negative Exponential.
Use the default Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to allow the program to select the initial “best”
(parsimonious) model. In some cases, you may want to use a more complicated model to
address problems in fitting the model, especially near the line.

You can use the “Adjustment Terms” tab to alter the way DISTANCE selects models. Use the
default settings for your initial run. In some cases, you may want to force higher order models
(i.e., more adjustment terms) to better fit the histogram of observed distances. Changing the
lookaheads or selection method may help improve fit of some poorly behaved data sets.
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It is possible to analyze your data as a narrow strip transect (i.e., the Quick and Dirty approach)
by selecting the Uniform model with no adjustment terms by truncating the analysis to just include
observations in the A (inner band).
You normally don’t need to adjust constraints or diagnostics for aerial pronghorn surveys.
However, these options are available. You should normally maintain strong monotonicity with the
CDS engine.
The Cluster Size tab allows user to test for and correct for size bias (i.e., being able to see larger
clusters than single animals, thereby inflating the average cluster size): Generally, the default
log-based size-biased regression is quite robust.
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If you specified a Multiplier during the Import Data wizard, you can define how that multiplier is
handled using the “Multipliers” tab. For example, you can modify your effort for single observer
surveys looking out only one side of the plane (i.e., a “Half Strip”) by multiplying transect length by
0.5 Multipliers can also be applied where a correction for g(0)<1 is available.
The Variance tab allows the user to specify the manner in which variances are calculated. The
default empirical calculation based upon encounter rate generally works well. However, users
can also specify a more robust but computer-intensive bootstrap variance. The Bootstrap can be
helpful where some assumptions for the variance calculation are not met.
For some applications, users prefer to express confidence intervals at a lower α level. They can
specify lower confidence limits using the Misc. tab.
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Once you have made all the above selections, you are ready to run your initial analysis. Close
the Model Definition Properties dialog box.

RUNNING THE ANALYSIS
Select “Run” from the Analysis Details page. Note three tabs on the right side of the page:
Inputs, Log, and Results. The Inputs page consists of data filter and model definition properties
that were just described above. The Log contains details about the analysis and any warnings. If
the analysis encounters a fatal error, the Log tab will be red and you can look through the log to
find where it encountered a problem and the nature of the problem. In many cases the analysis
will run but you may receive some warnings. The Log tab will be orange. The log will describe
the warning. With aerial survey data grouped into intervals, it is common to get a warning that
monotonicity constraints were enforced. That does not mean that the program encountered
errors.
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If the analysis ran, you can view the results by selecting the Results tab on the right. The Results
consist of several pages.
Estimation Options Listing
This page summarizes the options for the requested analysis and defines some of the notation
used to present results in tabular form.
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Detection Fct/Global/Model Fitting
This page describes the model selection process and provides diagnostic information on the
numerical analysis for model fitting for each of the requested Key+Adjust functions. There will be
one page for each model class.

The last page of this section indicates the “best” model selected by DISTANCE using the
selection criteria (e.g., AIC).
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Detection Fct/Global/Parameter Estimates
This table summarizes parameter estimates and measures of precision. It provides a relative
measure of the quality of the estimate.

Detection Fct/Global/Plot: Detection Probability
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The detection function (g(x)) plotted against the histogram of observed detections provides a
qualitative measure of how well the estimated detection function fits the data. The plot is useful in
identifying whether or not animals on the line (i.e., in the first distance band) were seen, if the
detection function meets the shape criterion (i.e., has a shoulder near the line), or if there are
problems with the survey and/or analysis.
The plot is somewhat sensitive to scaling and tends to reflect a more gradual decline in
detectability with distance than might appear with different scaling. However, the estimates
derived from the detection function will be the same regardless of scaling on the plot.
The plot can be saved to the clipboard by right-clicking and then pasted into a document using
“Paste Special.”

Detection Fct/Global/Chi-sq GOF Test
This page provides a tabular evaluation of how well the detection function fits the histogram using
a Chi-square Goodness-of-Fit test. A non-significant P value indicates the detection function fits
the overall histogram. However, fit near the line is important.

Cluster Size/Global/Estimates
This table provides an evaluation of cluster size bias based upon the manner that cluster size
was handled under Model Definition Properties. In most cases, the results of the size-biased
regression test are shown along with the cluster size (average) and expected cluster size (based
upon the log-based size-bias regression).
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A plot of cluster sizes by distance band along with the regression line can be viewed.

Density Estimates/Global
This table summarizes the main estimates and their standard errors, percent CV, and confidence
intervals. It also presents a relative decomposition of the variance. If you specified objects as
clusters and provided a total area to apply the density to, then the table will show the following:
DS = the density of clusters (e.g., number of pronghorn clusters/square mile)
Here, S means “schools” or clusters
E(S) = the expected cluster size (or average if no bias correction is requested)
This is the estimate of the number of pronghorn per cluster
D = total density (i.e., the number of individuals per unit area; pronghorn per square mile)
This is the product of cluster density and expected cluster size.
N = Population total (i.e., the number of pronghorn in the area of interest)
This is the product of density and area.
Note that the default confidence intervals are not symmetric. They are log-based intervals, which
are generally appropriate for abundance data.
The components of variance table indicates how much variability is due to estimating the
detection function, encountering pronghorn, and due to cluster size variation.
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Estimation Summary – Encounter Rates
This table summarizes some of the survey results where n is the number of clusters detected
(included in the analysis), k is the number of samples (i.e., transects), and L is the total line
length. The table also shows the encounter rate (n/L), which is a useful estimate when planning
future surveys.
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Estimation Summary/ Detection probability
This table summarizes a number of estimates related to the detection function.
f(0) = the calculated “correction” factor used in the estimation of density
(e.g., D = n*f(0)/2L for 2 observers looking out both sides of the plane)
p = probability of detection
ESW = effective half width (i.e., the effective area on one side of the line where all
animals are seen)
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Estimation Summary – Expected cluster size
This is another table summarizing cluster size estimates for expected cluster size, average
cluster size, and associated size-bias regression tests.

Estimation Summary – Density&Abundance
The final Results table summarizes the estimates of cluster density, density, and the population
total, along with their corresponding measures of precision.

After the first analysis is performed, it is common to refine and rerun the analysis to improve the
fit, address problems identified during the initial run, and examine the robustness of the
estimates. It is often helpful to compare results to the Quick and Dirty (narrow strip) estimate.
Results obtained during the analysis can used to help design future surveys.
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Appendix X
LISTING OF CURRENT SOFTWARE RELEASES FOR WYOMING’S AERIAL
LINE TRANSECT SAMPLING PROCEDURES
APRIL 20, 2007

Various programs used in the design, set-up, conduct, and analysis of aerial line
transect surveys are periodically updated. In some cases, using different
versions of these programs may result in incompatibilities. The following table
lists versions and release dates for the current “official” versions supported for
the Wyoming survey procedures.

PROGRAM
DISTANCE 5.0
R
CyberTracker 3
CT3 Pronghorn LT Sequence

VERSION
Release 2
2.4.1
3.089

AX-1

RELEASE DATE
December 20, 2006
December 18, 2006
January 1, 2007
March 18, 2007

